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  Among the tests which Hakadosh Boruch Hu put Avraham through was the commandment to leave his hometown and familiar
surroundings and travel to Eretz Yisroel and establish a new life there.  While relocating often comes along with unique challenges and
needs for adjustment, it is hard to fathom why this should be counted among the ten tests of Avraham Avinu. This is especially difficult
since Has hem explicitly told Avraham to go, which should seemingly dispel any worries or apprehensions in going through with the move.

     HaRav Boruch Sorotzkin zt"l suggests as follows: For years, Avraham and Sarah worked together to influence others, teaching
them that there is a Ribono shel Olam and to reject their idolatrous practices, and they were successful. While the majority of society had
not yet been influenced, this first kiruv couple were slowly proving successful in their endeavors. The most logical thing to was to continue
in their holy work, in the same place. Relocating would not only mean they could no longer continue to influence the people who lived
there, but starting fresh would put them at a huge disadvantage and would heavily impede their kiruv efforts, anywhere. In a sense of true
altruism, ignoring Hashem's command to leave would seem to be the best thing to do. Avraham could then continue his avodas Hashem,
l'sheim shomayim. Heeding the Ribono shel Olam's orders would prove to have the opposite effect and would violate all that Avraham

Avinu stood for.

    This, was the test. Avraham Avinu was being asked to surrender everything, including his avodas Hashem, to the Ribono shel

Olam, and he passed with flying colors.  Many of us go through much of the same.  We work hard to achieve that which we believe to be
the right thing. Sometimes, we are mistaken. However, even if our goals are pure, we nevertheless come against resistance. No matter
how hard we fight to succeed, everything points us in a different direction. We feel like saying, “Hakadosh Boruch Hu, I am doing this for
you? What do you want from me?”. It is at times like these that we must remember and draw strength from Avraham Avinu who
completely surrendered to the command of Hashem, despite the fact that it contradicted everything he believed to be correct. We might be
right about our goals in absolutely every way, but we must remember that Hakadosh Boruch Hu has a different way of thinking and
ultimately, we must subjucate ourselves to Him.



“ H a l a c h i c    D i s c u s s i o n “
“V’SEIN TAL U’MATAR”

Although we start reciting mashiv ha’ruach u’ morid hageshem on Shemini Atzeres, we do not begin

asking for rain (v’sein tal u’matar) until a later date. In Eretz Yisroel, this is the 7th day of Cheshvan. The reason

for this was to give time for those who came to Yerushalayim for Succos to return to their homes. For someone

who lived at the borders of Eretz Yisroel, this could take up to two weeks, and lest their journey be heavily

inconvenienced by rainfall, we refrain from asking for rain during this time.1 Since we no longer have a Beis

HaMikdash, some Rishonim are of the opinion that one should begin the recital of v’sein tal u’matar immediately

after Simchas Torah. Nevertheless, the halacha follows the majority of Rishonim that we wait until the 7th of

Cheshvan to begin its recital (in Eretz Yisroel).2

The Gemara says that this is true only in Eretz Yisroel, where rain is needed right after Succos. In Bavel,

however, when rain isn’t needed until later, the reciting of v’sein tal u’matar is postponed until 60 days after the

“tekufa”, which in current times works out to December 5th. Since our custom is to follow the minhag of Bavel,

v’sein tal u’matar is recited from this point in chutz la’aretz. The Rosh, however, takes issue with this approach;

following the minhag of Bavel might be a true policy with regards to most halachos, but the Gemara clearly

explains that this is not a “minhag” of Bavel but rather the reality of its circumstances. As such, the Rosh writes

that one should begin reciting it as soon as rain is needed (but not earlier that the 7th of Cheshvan) and should

not cease until rain is no longer needed in that locale, even if this is after Shavuos. The halacha however, does

not follow the Rosh, and in chutz la’aretz, v’sein tal u’matar is recited from December 5th until Pesach. If one

recites it before this time, in chutz la’aretz, according the mechaber in Shulchan Aruch, he must repeat

Shemoneh Esrei. The Rema, however, rules that in this instance, on can rely on the opion of the Rosh, but

should preferably daven a tefillas nedava (voluntary shemoneh esrei) on condition that if he is obligated to daven

again, this will fulfill his obligation. 

A community that desperately needs rain at other times should recite v’sein tal u’matar in shomaya tefilla,

and only during the silent Shemoneh Esrei (i.e. the Chazan should not recite it during chazaras ha’shatz). In

desparate situations, there is another tefillah for the chazan to add in chazara ha’shatz.

1. Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach zt”l asked that if this is the reason, why don’t we stop reciting v’sein tal u’ matar two weeks
before Pesach in order to accommodate travelers. He answered that since it was the end of the winter, people knew they had to
take appropriate clothing with them. On their return trip after Succos, however, they would likely be “taken by surprise”.
(Halichos Shlomo)

2. See Halichos Shlomo, that Rav Shlom Zalman explains that even after the destruction of the Beis HaMikdash, there was a long
standing custom for people to gather together in Yerushalayim for Succos. As a result, the Halacha remained. Nevertheless, since
rain does not impede travel in modern times, coupled with the opinion that restricts the two week “delay” to the times of the Beis
HaMikdash, one who erred and recited v’sein tal u’matar immediately after Succos does not need to repeat Shemoneh Esrei (or go
back to fix his mistake).


